V-Phenylenic nanotubes and nanotori are most comprehensively studied nanostructures due to widespread applications in the production of catalytic, gas-sensing and corrosion-resistant materials. Representing chemical compounds with M-polynomial is a recent idea and it produces nice formulas of degree-based topological indices which correlate chemical properties of the material under investigation. These indices are used in the development of quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) in which the biological activity and other properties of molecules like boiling point, stability, strain energy etc. are correlated with their structures. In this paper, we determine general closed formulae for M-polynomials of V-Phylenic nanotubes and nanotori. We recover important topological degree-based indices. We also give different graphs of topological indices and their relations with the parameters of structures.
nanotubes and nanotorus consist of several C 4 C 6 C 8 nets. A C 4 C 6 C 8 net is a trivalent decoration made by alternate C 4 , C 6 , and C 8 . Phenylenes are polycyclic conjugated molecules, composed of four-membered and six-membered rings such that every four-membered ring is adjacent to two six-membered rings and a four-membered ring is adjacent to two eight-membered rings. We denote the V-Phenylenic nanotubes and nanotorus by VPHX [m, n] , and VPHY [m, n] respectively, where m and n are the number of atoms in rows and columns. In 9 , authors computed Pi polynomial and related topological indices of V-Phenylenic nanotubes and nanotori and in 10 computed general forms of theta polynomial and theta index of these materials. Many well-known topological indices of these materials have been recently computed. For example, authors computed vertex Pi index in 11 , GA and atom-bond connectivity index in 12 , eccentricity connectivity index in 13 , GA 5 index in 14 and fourth atom-bond connectivity index in Path number was the first distance-based topological index formulated by Wiener 25 , now known as Wiener index. Gradually it became famous because of its various applications; see for details 6, 26 . Later Milan Randić in 1975, introduced Randić index
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The generalized Randić index was proposed independently by Bollobas et al. 28 and Amic et al. 29 in 1998 and has been studied extensively by both chemist and mathematicians 30 . A detailed survey is given in ref. 31 . The general version of Randić index is
and the inverse Randić index is defined as
in (3), we obtain R −1/2 (G) as its particular case. The Randić index has lots of applications in many diverse areas [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] including drug designs. There are many reasonable arguments about the physical usage of such a simple graph invariant, but the actual fact is still a mystery.
First and second Zagreb indices 23, 24, 39 , were introduced by Gutman and Trinajstić defined as:
respectively whereas second modified Zagreb index is:
The Symmetric division index which determines surface area of polychlorobiphenyls is defined as:
The other version of Randic index is harmonic index defined as:
This index gives best approximation of heat of formation of alkanes 40, 41 . Let M(G; x, y) = f(x, y) then the following Table 1 relates above described topological indices with M-polynomial 17 . Where Computational aspects of V-Phynelenic nanotubes. Let G=VPHX[m, n] be the V-Phenylenic nanotubes. From Fig. 2 , we see that the graph has 6mn number of vertices and 9mn number of edges. The vertex partition and edge partition of graph G are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 
Theorem 1: Let VPHX[m, n] is the V-Phenylenic nanotubes then
2 From 
In Fig. 2 yellow labeled edges correspond to E 1 and back labeled edges correspond to E 2 . Above Fig. 3 is plotted using Maple 13. This suggests that values obtained by M-polynomial show different behaviors corresponding to different parameters x and y. We can control values of M-polynomial through these parameters. Clearly, Fig. 2 shows that along one side intercept is an upward opening parabola and along the other side is the downward parabola.
Following proposition computes topological indices of V-Phenylenic nanotubes.
Proposition 2. Let VPHX[m, n]
is the V-Phenylenic nanotubes. 
x y 2 3 3 3
x y 2 2 3 2 
x x y 5 6 Now from Table 1 1.
x y x y 2 1 From Fig. 4 , we see that the graph has 6 mn number of vertices and 9 mn edges. The graph has no vertex partitions because every vertex in the graph has degree 3. 
There is only one type of vertices in the vertex set of VPHY[m, n]:
Also the edge set of VPHY [m, n] have only one type of edges: Now again from (1) we have 
Conclusions and Discussions
We computed general forms of M-polynomials of V-Phenylenic nanotube and nanotori for the first time. Then we computed formulas for many degree-based topological indices with these polynomials. These indices are functions depending upon parameters of structures and are experimentally correlated with many properties. Moreover, we want to conclude that all indices are linearly related with the structural parameters m and n as the following We conclude that all nine indices show the same behaviour.
